**Issue 1#**

**Bunnies Have Their Say**
The bunnies Grumpy and Narnia are a special addition to our garden. But do you really know what they think about the new idea of the play house Amber and Tegan built? Find out on page 2!

**The Mystery Behind The Person Who Steals Cubby’s Items!**

We’ve just had a recent report from Lucas Dew that someone has been stealing their cubby’s property! We will investigate more sooner, but until then continue reading on page 2!

**Rules of the Garden!**

Since we’ve just had a recent report about a thief we have decided to put the garden rules on and this is Issue 1# so these are the rules:
1. Don’t steal cubbies or their items!
2. If you use something and you no longer need it put it back
3. Be nice to one another
4. Walk but don’t run
5. Share
6. Clean up before you leave. Thank you! 😊
Cookie Ninja comics are here! At a great price too! Only 10c! Get one now!

By Paul .W & Lucas .D

There is a new addition to the Bunny City! We are now selling drinks! And with every purchase you get a free marshmallow! Every cordial drink is 25c!

Cheap, cheap, CHEAP! :D

(11 Chook Street)

The Tardis Tree House!

Come View!

Tours only!

(12 Chook Street)

Latest science lesson for Level 4!

We talked about Disasters!

Like Natural, Man-made and normal Disasters!

Natural Disasters mean that things happen naturally. But most of its deadly!

Man-made disasters are like building crashes, etc.
Bunnies have their say!

Yes. Bunnies have their say. Grumpy and Narnia! The girls Amber and Tegan have made this bunny playpen for them and this is what they have to say about it. Do they WANT it or do they NOT want it?!

We had a talk with them on Thursday (19/07/12) and they said: -Silence- (For 1 hour). We calculated what they said and they said nothing so we just thought they liked it..... :D

MYSTERY THIEF

We had a recent report as you know that someone is stealing things from The Tardis Tree House cubby! We are not agents so we practically have no use for this case but we will find that person!

Lucas had some descriptive words of the KID but we sadly forgot. 😊

If you know anything about this please contact the publishers of The Garden Express and tell us in the most DESCRIPTIVE way you can!

Also if you find any suspicious items that may LOOK STOLEN or are of the STOLEN ITEMS PLEASE return them to The Tardis Tree House

(12 Chook Street)

Pictures Of The Week:
Send Your Pictures For A Chance To Show Them Here!